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Abstract 
We prove the main theorem concerning the a-fragmentability of a continuous map cp: T + 
C,(K), where T is a topological space and K is a compact Hausdorff space, and we obtain from 
it some new and old results about the a-fragmentability of subsets of C,(K) and property N*. 
Here are a few of them: A subset T of C,(K) IS a-fragmented by the norm metric if and only if 
it is cover-semicomplete, i.e., T is fragmented by a pseudo-metric d such that each d-convergent 
sequence in T has a cluster point in T. The class of cover-semicomplete spaces contains spaces 
with countable separation in the sense of Kenderov and Moors. Assume that a compact space K 
has a family d of compact subsets such that (a) for each A E A, C,(A) is a-fragmented by the 
norm, (b) if A, E d for each n E N, then Uz=‘=, A, is compact and (c) U/t is dense in K. 
Then C,(K) is a-fragmented by the norm. Finally, suppose K and L are compact spaces and L 
has property N*. If C,(K) embeds in C,(L), then K has property N* . The last result can be 
used to show that C, (PW) does not embed in C,( (0, l}r) for any set r. The method of proving 
the main theorem also yields the following. If K and L are compact and C,(K) and C,(L) are 
g-fragmented by the norm, so is C,( K x L). 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Key~wrds: Fragmented; o-fragmented; Cover-semicomplete; Property N* 
AMS classijcation: 54C35; 54D99; 46E15 
1. Introduction 
Let (T, r) be a topological space and let p be a pseudo-metric on T. Given an E > 0, 
a nonempty subset A of T is said to be fragmented by p down to E if each nonempty 
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subset of A has a relatively T-open nonempty subset of p-diameter less than E. The set 
A is said to be fragmented by p, if A is fragmented by p down to E for each E > 0. 
The set A is said to be a-fragmented by p, if for each E > 0, A can be expressed as 
A = U,“=, A, with each A, fragmented by p down to E. The notion of fragmentability 
and its variants have been found to have interesting connections with other topics such as 
locally uniformly convex and Kadec renormings of Banach spaces and the differentiability 
of convex functions on Banach spaces. 
Of particular concern in the present paper is the connection between a-fragmentability 
and property N*. If K is a compact Hausdorff space, we denote by C(K) the Banach 
space of all continuous real-valued functions on K, and we let rP denote the topology 
of pointwise convergence in C(K). The topological space (C(K), TV) will be written as 
C,(K) for short. The space K is said to have property C if C,(K) is o-fragmented by 
the norm (i.e., by the metric of the norm). The space K is said to have property N* if, 
whenever T is a Bait-e space and cp : T --) C,(K) is a continuous map, the set of (all) 
points of continuity of the map ‘p : T --) (C(K), norm) is a dense (and necessarily a G6) 
subset of T. It is known that C + N* but the converse is false in some models of set 
theory [13]. Yet there are many parallels between these two properties. 
So far the class of spaces with N* and those with C have been investigated more 
or less independently. It is the purpose of the present paper to offer a unified approach 
to both classes by considering a-fragmentability of maps, the notion introduced in [9]. 
Our main tool is the idea of exhaustive covers introduced by Michael [12]. A sequence 
of exhaustive covers gives rise to (and can be expressed by) a sequence of “relatively 
open partitions” (cf. Ribarska [15]), a fragmentation by a pseudo-metric (cf. [lo]) or a 
winning strategy for the games described by Kenderov and Moors [l 11. However, we 
find exhaustive covers simpler and more flexible than other approaches mentioned above. 
Thus we are able to give more direct proofs of known results as well as new theorems 
and generalizations of old ones. The summary of the content follows. 
Section 1 is this introduction. In Section 2, preliminary definitions are given and our 
basic theorem, Theorem 2.3, is formulated and proved. For many applications a simpler 
Corollary 2.5 is sufficient. In Section 3, we first prove that a subset of C,(K) is g- 
fragmented by the norm if and only if it is “cover-semicomplete”, a notion defined in 
Section 2. Metrizable spaces and compact spaces are automatically cover-semicomplete. 
Some of the theorems proved by the game theoretic argument in [l 11 are consequences 
of the above. In [4], Bouziad proves a “sum theorem” of spaces with property N* which 
generalizes the one by Haydon [6]. We show that an analogous “sum theorem” is valid 
for spaces with property C. 
In Section 4, we show that if K and L are compact Hausdorff spaces with property 
C then K x L has property C. This settles a question raised in [7]. The corresponding 
product theorem for property N* has been proved by Bouziad [3]. After obtaining this 
result we have been informed that Moors and Ribarska independently have proved the 
same result a few months earlier. They rely on the game theoretic method of [l 11. 
However all the proofs, including ours, are influenced by Bouziad [3]. Section 5 is 
concerned with property N*. We show that, if K and L are compact spaces, L has 
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property N* and if C,(K) embeds in C,(L), then K has property N* . This means, in 
Arhangel’skii’s terminology [l] that property N* is preserved by t-images. In particular, 
C,(/?N) does not embed in any C,(Lr) with compact linearly ordered L. For L = (0, l} 
this was proved by Okunev [14], answering a question of Arhangel’skii [l, Problem 531. 
Finally we discuss a modification of our basic theorem to make it more suitable for 
property N* . 
2. The basic theorem 
In the present paper, all topological spaces are Hausdorff unless otherwise stated. An 
exhaustive cover of a topological space T is a family C of nonempty subsets of T such 
that each nonempty subset A of T has a nonempty relatively open subset of the form 
A n C, C E C. A family of sets is called disjoint if the members of the family are 
pairwise disjoint. Let t3 be a family of sets. A set A is said to be small relative to B if 
A c B for some B E B. 
The following is a list of the basic properties of exhaustive covers. Only (a) requires a 
proof, which can easily be derived from Michael’s characterization of exhaustive covers 
in [12] (see also the proof of (c) 3 (d) of Proposition 4.1 there). The rest are easy 
consequences of the definition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let T be a topological space. 
(a) If C is an exhaustive cover of T, then there is a disjoint exhaustive cover of T that 
refines C. 
(b) If C and V are exhaustive covers of T, then 
CAV={CnD: CEC, DEB), CnD#0} 
is an exhaustive cover of T that refines C and V. 
(c) If C is an exhaustive cover of T and S c T, then 
CIS = {C n S: C E C, C n S # S} 
is an exhaustive cover of S. 
(d) Let C be an exhaustive cover of T and, for each C E C, let D(C) be an exhaustive 
cover of C. Then 
U{;n(C): c E C} 
is an exhaustive cover of T. 
(e) Let f : S + T be a continuous map of a topological space S into T and let C be 
an exhaustive cover of T. Then 
{f-‘(C): C E C, C n f(S) # S} 
is an exhaustive cover of S. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Stone’s lattice formulation of 
the S tone-Weierstrass Theorem [ 161. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let K be a compact space and let L be a subset of C(K) closed under 
the lattice operations. Then the closure of L in C,(K) coincides with the norm closure 
of L. 
Let us note that the lattice generated by a finite subset of C(K) is finite. 
Let f : X -+ Y with X a topological space, and let p be a pseudo-metric on Y and 
E > 0. Following Jayne et al. [9], we say that the map f is fragmented by p down to 
E (respectively fragmented by p, u-fragmented by p) if X is fragmented by d down to 
E (respectively fragmented by d, a-fragmented by d) where d(z, y) = p(f(z), f(y)) for 
2,YEX. 
Let T and K be topological spaces with K compact. We say that a map cp : T ---f C,(K) 
satisfies 
(Wl) 
(W2) 
(W3) 
condition (W) if the following statements hold. 
There is a family A of compact subsets of K which is directed upward (i.e., 
A, B E A implies A U B c C for some C E d) and the union U A is dense 
in K. 
For each A E A, there corresponds a sequence {_Fi(A): i E N} of exhaustive 
covers of T. 
If { Aj: j E N} is an increasing sequence in A and if 
F,eA{&(Aj): i,j<n}, t,E fiFk and fiK#0: 
k=l n=l 
then the sequence {&)]D} h as a cluster point in C,(D), where D = 
cuj”=, 4-. 
The following is the basic theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 2.3. Let K be a compact space and let T be a topological space. Then each 
continuous map ‘p : T ---) C,(K) that satisfies condition (W) is a-fragmented by the norm 
of C(K). 
Proof. Fix E > 0. By induction on n, we construct a sequence {En: n E N} of disjoint 
exhaustive covers of T together with a point s(E) E E, a relatively closed subset S(E) 
of E and A(E) E A for each E E &, (n E PI) satisfying the following conditions. 
(a) For each 72, E,+i refines &n. 
(b) Each E E &, is small with respect to 
l\(Fi(A(H)): i6n, ECHE u&}. 
k<n 
(c) For E E &, let L(E) denote the (finite) lattice generated by {cp(s(H)): E C 
H ’ Uk<n fk}. Then S(E) = E n (p-‘(L(E) + B(E)) where B(E) is the closed 
ball about 0 of radius E in C(K). 
(4 For H E &+I, let E be the unique member of E, with H C E. Then 
(i) A(E) c A(H), and 
(ii) either H c S(E) or TA(H) o p(H) 70 n TA(H)(L(E) + B(E)) = 0. 
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Here, for a compact subset A of K, TA denotes the restriction f I-+ flA : C(K) --f 
C(A). 
Construction. Let Et = {T}, and choose any s(T) E T and A(T) E A. Then by (c), 
L(T) = 0 and S(T) = 0. Statements (a), (b) and (d) are vacuously satisfied. 
Now suppose that &I,. . , CT,, together with s(E), S(E) and A(E) for each 
EE ij,, 
j=l 
have been constructed so that (a)-(d) are satisfied as far as they go. 
Let E E &. Then L(E) and S(E) are defined by (c). Since cp: T + C,(K) is 
continuous and L(E) + B(E) is closed in C,(K), S(E) . IS a relatively closed subset of 
E. Let t E E\S(E). Then cp(t) 4 L(E)+B( E , i.e., lip(t) - fll > E for each f E L(E). ) 
Since Ud is dense in K and L(E) is finite, we can choose a S > 0 and xf E U-A for 
each f E L(E) so that 
Id4bf 1 - fkf)l > E + S for f E L(E). 
Let Vt = {s E E: Iv(s)(zf) - f(zf)l > E + 6 for f E L(E)}. Then V, is a relatively 
open neighborhood of t in E. Since A is directed upward, one may choose an A( Vt ) E A 
so that 
A(G) > A(E) u {xf: f E L(E)}. 
Then we have 
TA(Vt) * dvt) Tp n TA(&) (L(E) + B(E)) = 0. (1) 
In particular, V, n S(E) = V, n cp-‘(L(E) + B(E)) = 0. Since {&: t E E\S(E)} is an 
open cover of E\S(E), {Vt: t E E\S(E)} U {S(E)} is an exhaustive cover of E. Let 
G(E) be a disjoint exhaustive cover of E that refines {I$: t E E\S(E)} U {S(E)} and 
A (qA(H)) IE: i<n+l, EcHtiJ& 
k=l 1 
. (2) 
Let &+I = lJ{Q(E): E E En} (cf. Proposition 2.1(d)). For each H E G(E), choose 
any s(H) E H. Also if H c S(E), let A(H) = A(E). Otherwise H c V, for some 
t E E\S(E). Then let A(H) = A(V,). Then by (l), (d)(ii) is satisfied and, by (2), (b) is 
met. (a) and (d)(i) are clear from the construction, and (c) defines S(H). This completes 
the inductive construction. 
For n E W, let T, = iJ{S(E): E E &,+I}. We claim that (i) cplT, is fragmented 
down to 3~ and (ii) T = U,“=, Tn. 
(i) Clearly U{S(E): E E &+I} = &IT, is an exhaustive cover of Tn. Suppose 
0 # C c Tn. Then for some E E En+,, C rl S(E) is relatively open in C and nonempty. 
BY (c>, 
cnS(E) c U{p-‘(~+B(E)): f~ L(E)}. 
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Since each cp-‘(f + B(E)) is closed and L(E) is finite, there is an f E L(M) such that 
CnS(E)np-‘(f+E+)) h as a nonempty interior V relative to C n S(E). Then V is 
relatively open in C and y(V) c f + B(E). Hence diam p(V) < 2~ < 3~. 
(ii) The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that to E T\ IJ,“=, T,. For each n, let to E 
E,, t, = s(E,) and A, = A(E,). Then Ei 1 E2 > Es I . . ., and by (c), L, = L(E,) 
is the lattice generated by {&I), . . . ,cp(t,-I)} and S(E,) = E,ncp-‘(L,+B(&)) for 
each R. By (d), we have Al c A2 c A3 c . . . and for each n, 
TA n+, 0 cp(-G+l) rp n TA,+l (Ln + B(E)) = 8. (3) 
From (b), there exists an F,+i such that 
&+I E En+1 c F,+I E A {Fi((Aj): i 6 n + 1, j < n}. 
By (W3), the sequence {(~(t~)]o} h as a r,-cluster point g E G’,(D), where D = 
(Uz’=l An>-. BY L emma 2.3, g lies in the norm closure of TD (UF!_, ~5,). Hence, for 
some n E N, g E rg(L,+B(&)). It follows thatg E rg 0 cp(E,+1)7PnrD(L,+B(~)), 
which contradicts (3) because A,+, c D. This concludes the proof of the theorem. q 
Let u: T -+ X be a map of a set T into a topological space X. A sequence {Fn} of 
families of subsets of T is said to be semicomplete relative to u if, whenever Al > AZ > 
A3 ’ . . is a decreasing sequence of nonempty subsets of T such that there are F, E Fn 
with A, c F, and nr=, F, # 0, then n,“=, u(A,) # 0. Or equivalently, whenever 
F,E-%, fiF,fB and t, E h Fi (n E N), 
n=l i=l 
the sequence {u(tn)} has a cluster point in X. 
The sequence {.En} is said to be semicomplete if it is semicomplete relative to the 
identity map: T + T. A topological space T is called cover-semicomplete if there is a 
semicomplete sequence of exhaustive covers of T. 
Remark 2.4. It can be shown easily that a topological space (T, 7) is cover-semi- 
complete if and only if the space T is fragmented by a pseudo-metric d on T such 
that, whenever a sequence {tn} in T converges to a point in T relative to d, then {tn} 
has a r-cluster point. If this property holds for any net {to/} in T, then the space (when it 
is regular) is a p-a-fragmentable in the sense of Bouziad [2]. Bouziad’s original definition 
is in terms of exhaustive covers. 
Corollary 2.5. Let T and K be topological spaces with K compact, and let ‘p : T + 
C,(K) be a continuous map. If there is a sequence of exhaustive covers of T that is 
semicomplete relative to cp, then ‘p is u-fragmented by the norm of C(K). 
Proof. The map cp is seen to satisfy condition (W) by taking A = {K} and {Fi(K): i E 
N} to be a sequence of exhaustive covers of T that is semicomplete with respect to cp. 
The corollary follows from Theorem 2.3. 0 
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3. a-fragmentability in C,(K) 
In this section we consider various conditions for a subset of C,(K) to be g-fragmented 
by the norm. 
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a compact space. Then a subset T of C,(K) is aTfragmented 
by the norm if and only if (T, rP) is cover-semicomplete. 
Proof. One direction is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.5 applied to the inclu- 
sion map: T + C,(K). The converse follows from the following lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.2. If a topological space (T, T) is a-fragmented by a pseudo-metric p, then 
there is a sequence {_Tn: n E IV} of e.haustive covers of T with the following properties. 
(i) If p is T-lOWer-SemiCOntinUOU.~, then, whenever F, E 3, and n,“=, F, # 8 for 
some k, lim,,, p-diam(F,) = 0. 
(ii) If r is regular and the topology of p is stronger than r, then, whenever t, E F, E 
Fn and to E nrzL”=, F for some k, t, -+ to in r. 
In particular; under the assumptions of (ii), (X. 7) is cover-semicomplete. 
Proof. To each nonempty subset 5’ of T that is fragmented by p down to E > 0, we 
associate an exhaustive cover C(S, E) of T such that, if C f C(S, E) then either CflS = 0 
or C c CnS” and p-diam(C n 5’) < E. In fact, let 
C(S,E) = {D: 0 # D c T\S} u {C: 0 # C c m’, p-diam(C f? 5’) < E}. 
To see that C(S, E) is indeed exhaustive, let 0 # A C T. If D = A\(An # 8, 
then D E C(S, E). Otherwise A c (An. Since A n 5’ # 0, there is a T-open set U 
with A n S n U # 0 and p-diam(A n S f? U) < E. Let C = A n U. Then C E C(S, E). 
Now, since T is a-fragmented by p, for each 1: E W. T = U,“=, Ti:, with each Tij 
fragmented by p down to l/i. Define 
zx = A {C(T,,, l/i): i,j < n}. 
Suppose F, t 3n and to E n,“=, F, for some k. 
(i) Fix an i E W, and choose a j E N so that to E Tij. Then if n > max(i, j, k), there 
exists a C such that F,, C C E C(Tij, l/i). S ince to E F,,nTij c CnT,,, C c mT,’ 
and p-diam(C n TQ) < l/i. Then, since p is r-lower-semicontinuous, 
p-diam(F,) < p-diam(C) < p-diam(mT) = p-diam(C n T,,) < l/i. 
(ii) By the regularity of T, it is sufficient to show that, for each T-closed neighborhood 
U of to, there is an m such that F, c U for n > m. Since the topology of p is stronger 
than T, there exists an i E IV such that p(t, to) < l/i implies t E U. Choose a j E N so 
that to E Tij and let m = max(i,j, k). If n 3 m, then as in case (i), for some C, F, c 
C E C(T&, l/i) and C n Tij # 0. Hence, C c mn with p-diam(C ~5;~) < I/i. 
Then by the choice of i, CnTij c U and therefore F, c C c mT,, c U = U. 0 
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Corollary 3.3 (Kenderov and Moors [ 111). Let K be a compact space and Let T c 
C,(K). VG”,d -f g 1s (T ra mented by a metric whose topology is stronger than rP, then 
(T, rP) is u-fragmented by the norm. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2(ii), (T, TV) is cover-semicomplete, and therefore by Theorem 3.1 
(T, TV) is a-fragmented by the norm. 0 
A subset T of a topological space X is said to be countably separated in X if there 
exists a sequence {Un: n E N} of open subsets of X such that, whenever 2 E T 
and y E X\T, (2, y} f’ U, is a singleton for some IZ. It can easily be verified that the 
family of subsets of X that are countably separated in X is closed under the complemen- 
tation, countable unions (and intersections) and the Souslin operation. Following [ll], 
a Tychonoff space T is said to have countable separation if T is countably separated in 
PT. It is proved in [ 1 l] that the space T has countable separation if and only if T is 
countably separated in some (hence each) compactification of T. 
Lemma 3.4. If a Tychonoff space T has countable separation, then T is cover- 
semicomplete. 
Proof. We may assume that T is a countably separated subset of a compact space X. 
To each open proper subset U of X, we associate an exhaustive cover F(V) of X as 
follows. 
F(U) = {D: 0 # 73 c U} u {X\U}. 
Note that if F E .7=(U) then either F c U or F n U = 0. 
Now suppose that T is countably separated in X by a sequence {Un: n E N} of 
proper open sets in X. Then the sequence {F(Un)lT: 72 E N} of exhaustive covers of 
T is semicomplete. For suppose 
F’E~(U,)IT, fiF,im and t,~ hFk. 
n=l k=l 
By the compactness of X, {tn} has a cluster point z in X. Clearly 2 E n,“=, F, 
(closures taken in X). Let to E nr=‘=, F, c T. Since Fn n U, = 0 or F, c U, for each 
72, (2, to} n U, = 0 or (2, to} c U, for each 72. Hence z E T. 0 
The following corollary is a consequence of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1. It is proved 
by Kenderov and Moors [ 1 l] in case T is the unit ball of a Banach space. 
Corollary 3.5. Let K be a compact space and let T be a subset of C,(K) that has 
countable separation. Then (T, rP) is a-fragmented by the norm. 
In [6], Haydon has proved that a compact space, which is the union of a countable 
family of compact subsets with property N’, has property N*, and he has asked if the 
same is true with respect to property C. This question was answered in the affirmative 
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by Kenderov and Moors [ll]. Generalizing Haydon’s result cited above, Bouziad has 
recently proved a certain “sum theorem” for property N* [4]. We show below that a 
similar “sum theorem” is again true for property C. This generalizes the Kenderov-Moore 
result. 
Remark 3.6. If a topological space T is c-fragmented by pseudo-metrics di, and dz, 
then it can be seen easily that T is a-fragmented by max(dt , dz). Using this fact, one 
can see that, if K = K1 U Kz where Ki (i = 1,2) are compact sets with property C, 
then K has property C. For, in this case C,(K) is a-fragmented by di (i = 1,2) where 
di(f>g) = II_&, - &,]I. Th ere ore C,(K) is a-fragmented by max(di, d2) which is f 
exactly the norm metric of C(K). 
Theorem 3.7. Let K be a compact space. Assume that there is a family A of compact 
subsets of K satisfying 
(a) A has property C for each A E A; 
(b) if A, E A for n E N, then Uz=“=, A, is compact; 
(c) U A is dense in K. 
Then K has property C. 
Proof. By the remark above, we may suppose that A is closed under finite unions. 
Let T = C,(K). Then by Theorem 3.4, it is sufficient to prove that the identity map: 
T + C,(K) satisfies condition (W). The family A satisfies (Wl). By Lemma 3.2(i), 
for each A E A, there is a sequence {&(A)} of exhaustive covers of C,(A) such that, 
whenever G, E &(A) and nr=‘=, G, # 0 for some Ic, diamG, + 0 as n -+ co. (Here 
“diam” is the norm diameter.) Let 3n(A) = {rj’(G): G E &(A)}, TA being the 
restriction map: C,(K) + C,(A). Then by Proposition 2.1(e), {3n(A)} is a sequence 
of exhaustive covers of T = C,(K) with the property that, 
whenever F, E 3n(A) and fi F, # 0 for some k, 
n=lc (*> 
diamrA(F,) + 0 as n + 03. 
To see that (W3) is satisfied, let {Aj: j E N} be an increasing sequence in A, 
FnEA{Fi(Aj): i,j<n}, fn~FTL and gE fiFn. 
n=l 
Fix a k E N. For each n > k, there is an H, such that fn E F, c H, E .Tn(Ak). Then 
g E n,“=, HTL. Therefore by (*), IlfnlAk - gl&II < diamt-A,(H,) --t 0 as n --f 00. 
In particular, fn -+ g pointwise on Ak for each 5. Since, by (b), D = (U,“=, A,)- = 
U,“=, A,, fnl~ + 910 in C,(D). 0 
Remark. The above is the exact analog for property C of Bouziad’s sum theorem [4, 
Theorem 2.11. Hence following his argument, it is possible to strengthen the conclusions 
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of Theorem 3.3 in [4]. In particular, each scattered compact hereditarily submetacompact 
space has property C. 
4. Product of spaces with C 
In [8], it is shown that, if {K,: y E r} is a family of compact spaces with property C, 
then n(K+ y E r} has property C provided, for each finite subset CD of r, n(I(y: y E 
@} has property C. Whether or not the last proviso is necessary has been an open question. 
In this section, we prove that, if K and L are compact spaces with property C, then K x L 
has property C. Although this is not a consequence of our basic theorem, the pattern of 
the proof is the same as that of the basic theorem. As mentioned in the introduction, this 
result was also obtained by Moors and Ribarska independently. 
Theorem 4.1. Let T, K and L be topological spaces with K and L compact, and let 
cp : T + C,(K x L) be a continuous map. If for each x E X and y E L the restriction 
maps t ++ v(~)I{~)~L and t H cp(t)I~~(~j (t E T) are a-fragmented by the norm, then 
‘p is a-fragmented by the norm. 
Proof. We may assume that K = L. The general case follows by considering (K $ L) x 
(K CB L). 
For a compact subset A of K, let PA denote the restriction map C,(K x K) --+ 
C,(A x KU K x A). For a pair A c B of compact sets in K, 6 > 0 and f E C(K x K), 
let 
A,&(f, A, B) = { g E C(K x K) : for each b E B, there is a u E A 
with JIG, .) - f(u, .)I1 < 6 and IId., b) - .f(., ~111 GS}. 
Note that 
(1) 
Dfb(f, A, B) c A&(f, A’, B) if A c A’ c B, and 
M6(f, A, B) > A&(f, A, B’) if A c B c B’. 
Let 3(K) be the family of all finite subsets of K. Then for each A E F(K), by 
Remark 3.6, the space T is o-fragmented by the lower-semicontinuous pseudo-metric 
dA given by dA(t,s) = jjp,~ o q(t) - PA o cp(s)l(. Hence by Lemma 3.2(i), there is a 
sequence {3.(A)} of exhaustive covers of T such that, 
whenever F, E Fn(A) and fi F, # 8 for some Ic, dA-diamF, --f 0. (2) 
n=k 
Now fix E > 0. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we construct, by induction on 
n, a sequence (6,: n E N} of disjoint exhaustive covers of T together with a point 
s(E) E E, a relatively closed subset S(E) of E and a finite set A(E) E F(K) for each 
E E U,“=, 8, such that 
(a) &+i refines &,. 
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(b) Each E E En is small with respect to 
/+(A(li,): i<n, E..$&}. 
k=l 
Cc) S(E) = E n cp-‘P&WL A(E), W). 
(d) For E E &+I, let H be the unique member of & with E C H. Then 
(i) A(H) c A(E). 
(ii) Either E c S(H) or p(E) n i&((p(s(H)), A(H), A(E)) = 0. (In the second 
case, necessarily E n S(H) = 0.) 
Construction. For n = 1, let &i = {T} and choose A(T) E K and s(T) E T arbitrarily. 
Then S(T) is given by (c), while (a), (b) and (d) are vacuous. 
Suppose &I, . . . , En (n 3 1) together with s(E), S(E) and A(E) have been chosen 
so that (a)-(d) are satisfied. Fix E E &,. Since A(E) is finite, i’~I~(p(s(E)), A(E), K) is 
rn-closed. So S(E) given by (c) is a relatively closed subset of E. Suppose t E E\S(E). 
Then there is a b E K such that for each ‘u. E A(E) there are Z(U), y(u) E K with 
i 
either I~(t)(b, Y(U)) - cp(s(E)) (u, Y(U)) 1 > E 
or I&)(+)> b) - cp(s(E)) (z(u)> ‘u.) 1 > E. 
(3) 
By the continuity of cp and the fact that A(E) is finite, there exists a relatively open 
neighborhood Vt of t in E such that (3) holds with t replaced by any t’ E Vt . Let 
A(&) = A(E) U {b}. Then by (3), 
cp(vt) n~~(cp(s(E)),A(E),A(Vt)) = 0. (4) 
Clearly {K: t E E\S(E)}u{S(E)} is an exhaustive cover of E. Let G(E) be a disjoint 
exhaustive cover of E that refines {V+: t E E\S(E)} U {S(E)} and 
/~{z(A(H))~E: iO~+l, ACHE fit-k}. 
k=l 
Finally let E,+i = U{G(E): E E En} ( see Proposition 2.1(d)). For G E G(E) with 
E E En, if G c S(E) then let A(G) = A(E). Otherwise, choose t E E\S(E) so that 
G c Vt and let A(G) = A(Vt). Then by (4), (d) is satisfied. Select s(G) E G arbitrarily 
and S(G) is given by (c). (a) and (b) are clear from the construction. This completes the 
construction. 
Now let T, = U{S(E): E E En}. We first show that T = U,“=, Tn. Suppose not. 
Then there is a to E T\ lJ,“=, Tn. For each 72, let to E En E En, t, = s(E,) and 
A, = A(E,). Then we have El I EZ II Es 3 . and Al c AZ c A3 c . . . . Since 
to E &+I\%%), we have from (d)(ii), 
cp(to) $ Mc(cp(hJ,&, -&+I) for each 72. (3 
Let A = U,“==, A,. Since A is compact, there is a finite open cover U of A such that, 
whenever U E L4 and a, b E U, 
Ilv(tO)(aT .I - cp(toNh .)I1 G E/3 and Ilv(to)(., a) - cp(to)(., b)ll < &/3. 
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Since U fl U,“=, A, # 0 for each U E M and {A,} . IS increasing, there is a k E N such 
that AI, n U # 0 for all U E U. It follows that 
cp(to) E ME,3 (cp@o), -&, A). (6) 
By (b), if n > k, for some G,, t, E E, C G, E Fn(Ak) and to E n,“=,+, G,. Hence 
by (2), &tih(tn,to) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Choose an n > k so that lip,+ o cp(t,) - PAk o 
cp(ta) 11 = d& (tn, to) < &/3. Combining this with (6), we have 
This contradicts (5), since A4zE,3(9(tn), Ak, A) c M,(p(t,), A,, A,+l). This proves 
T = U;=‘=, T,. 
To end the proof, we show that cplT, is fragmented by the norm down to 15~ for all 
n. Since {S(E): E E En} is an exhaustive cover of T,, it is enough to show this for 
each (plS(E), E E f,. By (c), (p(S(E)) c M,(cp(s(E)), A(E), K). Hence the proof is 
complete if we show that the set MC(f) A, K) is covered by relatively rP-open sets of 
norm diameter 6 14~ for each f E C(K x K) and A E F(K). 
Each (u, U) E K x K has an open neighborhood of the form U(U) x V(u) such that 
the oscillation of f on {a} x V(w) and on U( ) u x a IS no more than E for each a E A. { } 
Then for g E ME(f) A, K), the oscillation of g on {x} x V(v) and on U(u) x {y} is no 
more than 3~ for arbitrary 2, y E K, and hence the oscillation of g on U(u) x V(u) is 
no more than 6~. 
Let C be a finite subset of K x K such that 
K x K = u {U(u) x V(v): (u, w) E C} 
and, for g E A&(f) A, K), let 
W(g)= {h~il&(f,A,K): Ih(u,v)-g(u,v)I <~for(u,u) EC}. 
Then W(g) is a relatively r,-open neighborhood of g in ME(f, A, K) with the norm 
diameter < 14~. This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 4.2. If compact spaces K and L have property C, then K x L has property C. 
As remarked above, Theorem 6.1 in [8] and Corollary 4.2 prove: 
Corollary 4.3. The product of a family of compact spaces with property E has prop- 
erty C. 
5. Property N* and embedding in C,(K) 
Recall that a compact space K is said to have property N” if, whenever B is a Baire 
space and ‘p : B -+ C,(K) is continuous, the set of points of continuity of the map 
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‘p : B -+ (C(K), norm) is dense in B. The following lemma shows the connection of 
this property to a-fragmentability of maps. 
Lemma 5.1. Let K be a compact space, B a Baire space and cp : B + C,(K) a 
continuous map. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) The set of all points of continuity of the map ‘p : B + (C(K), norm) is a dense 
Gg subset of B. 
(ii) For some dense Baire subspace T of B, cplT is fragmented by the norm of C(K). 
(iii) For some dense Baire subspace T of B, cplT is u-fragmented by the norm of 
C(K). 
Proof. (i) + (ii) For each R E N, let 24n be the family of all open subsets CT of B with 
diamcp(U) < l/n, and let U, = U&, T = n,“=, U,. By (i), each U, is dense, and 
hence T is a dense Gg subset of a Baire space B. Therefore T is a dense Baire subspace 
of B. Clearly cplT is fragmented by the norm of C(K). 
(ii) + (iii) Obvious. 
(iii) =+ (i) Since B is Bake, to show (i), it is sufficient to prove that whenever U is 
a nonempty open subset of B and E > 0, there is a nonempty open subset G of U with 
diamcp(G) < E. Let U and E > 0 be given as above. By (iii), T = U,“=, T, where 
each (PIT, is fragmented by the norm down to E. Since T is a Baire space, there is a 
nonempty open subset V of U such that 0 # V n T c (V n T,)- for some n. Then 
there is an open subset W of B with W n V n T, # 0 and diam cp(W n V n Tn) < E. 
Since T is dense in B, V c (V n T)- c (V n T,)- . Hence W n V c (W n V n T,,)- 
Let G = W n V # 0. Th en using the lower semicontinuity of the norm relative to rP, 
we have 
diamcp(G) < diam cp((W n V n T,)-) < diam (cp(W n V n T,))-TP 
=diam cp(WnVnT,) <e. 0 
Theorem 5.2. Let K be a compact space, B a Baire space and cp : B + C,(K) a 
continuous map. Then (i) + (ii) where: 
(i) for some metric p on C(K) whose topology is stronger than rP, the set of points 
of continuity of cp : B -+ (C(K), p) is dense in B; 
(ii) the set of points of continuity of ‘p : B -+ (C(K), norm) is dense in B. 
Proof. For each n E N, let U, be the family of all open subsets U of B with 
p-diamcp(U) < l/ n, and let G, = Ui&, T = n,“=, G,. As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, 
T is a dense Bake subspace of B. Let Fn = Z&IT. Then {.Tn} is a sequence of ex- 
haustive covers of T. To see that this is semicomplete relative to cp[T, let t, E F, E F, 
and to E nr=, F,. Then p(cp(t,), cp(ta)) 6 pdiamcp(F,) < 1 /n. Since the topology 
of p is stronger than rP, cp(t,) --) cp(to) in rP, proving that {Fn} is semicomplete rel- 
ative to cp\T. By Corollary 2.5, cplT is a-fragmented by the norm of C(K). It follows 
from Lemma 5.1 that the set of points of continuity of cp : B ---f (C(K), norm) is dense 
in B. q 
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Corollary 5.3. Let K and L be compact spaces. If C,(K) embeds in C,(L) and if L 
has property N*, then K has property N*. 
Proof. Let u : C,(K) -+ C,(L) be an embedding. If p is a metric on C(K) defined 
by p(f,g) = /[u(f) - zL(g)(), then the topology of p is stronger than TV. If B is a 
Baire space and if cp : B + C,(K) is continuous, then, by property JV of L, the set 
of points of continuity of u o ‘p : B + (C(L), norm), i.e., the set of points of continuity 
of cp : B + (C(K), p), is dense in B. Then, by Theorem 5.2, cp : B + (C(K), norm) is 
continuous at points of a dense subset of B. 0 
Example 5.4. Deville [5] has proved that /3N does not have property JV. On the other 
hand, if K has property JV, then Kr has property N* for any set r by Bouziad [3]. 
By Corollary 5.3, therefore, C,(/3N) d oes not embed in CP(Kr) for any compact set 
K with property N” and any set r. In case K = (0, l}, this answers a question in 
Arhangel’skiY [ 11. This particular question has been settled by Okunev [ 141. 
Remark 5.5. Our basic theorem, Theorem 2.3, can be modified slightly in case T is a 
Baire space. Bouziad’s Theorem 2.1 [4] is a direct consequence of the modified Theo- 
rem 2.3. 
We call a family C of nonempty subsets of a topological space T an almost exhaustive 
cover of T if C is an exhaustive cover of UC and UC contains a dense open subset of 
T, i.e., T\ UC is nowhere dense. If C and D are almost exhaustive covers of T, then so 
is C A ;I) = {C n D: C E C, D E ;I), C n D # 0). For a compact space K, we say 
that a map cp : T + C,(K) satisfies condition (W”) if ‘p satisfies condition (W) except 
in (W2) each Fi(A) is only assumed to be an almost exhaustive cover of the space T. 
Then we have: 
Theorem 2.3*. Let K be a compact space, T a Baire space and cp : T + C,(K) a 
continuous map that satisfies condition (W*). Then ‘p restricted to some dense Ga subset 
of T is o-fragmented by the norm of C(K), or equivalently, (by Lemma 5.1) the set of 
points of continuity of ‘p : T --) (C(K), norm) is a dense Gs subset of T. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3* proceeds exactly as that of Theorem 2.3 with obvious 
modifications. In the inductive construction of {En}, each E, is an almost exhaustive 
cover of T. Also Proposition 2.1(d) must be modified as follows: Suppose that C is a 
disjoint almost exhaustive cover of T, and for each C E C, let 2)(C) be an exhaustive 
cover of U D(C) c C with C\ U D(C) nowhere dense in T. Then U{D(C): C E C} is 
an almost exhaustive cover of T. Finally the map restricted to n,“=, U &, is a-fragmented 
by the norm. 
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